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Introduction: Modern ways to develop intelligent problem solvers have shortcomings in the efficiency of their application
for planning purposeful behavior of autonomous intelligent mobile systems in a priori undescribed conditions of a problem
environment. Purpose: Developing a model of knowledge representation and processing which would provide the ways to
organize purposeful activity of autonomous intelligent mobile system in uncertain environment. Methods: Synthesis of frame-like
behavior scenarios in the form of polyvariable conditionally dependent predicates whose structure includes complex variables
as well as related variables of types “object”, “event” and “relationship”; synthesis of heuristic rules for knowledge representation
in the process of purposeful behavior planning. In order to represent complex variables in polyvariable conditionally dependent
predicates, fuzzy semantic networks are used which can represent knowledge of variously purposed intelligent systems without
regard to particular knowledge domains, being adaptable to a priori undescribed operational conditions. Results: We have
proposed a structure of various polyvariable conditionally dependent predicates. On their base, an autonomous intelligent mobile
system can organize various activities in a priori undescribed and unstable problem environments. Specially developed knowledge
processing tools allow such a system to automatically plan its purposeful behavior in a space of subtasks during the fulfilment
of tasks formulated for it. Practical relevance: The obtained results can be efficiently used in building intelligent problem solvers
for autonomous intelligent mobile systems of various purpose, capable of performing complex tasks in a priori undescribed
operational conditions.
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Introduction
The development of autonomous intelligent
mobile systems (AIMS) of various purposes, capable of solving complex problems in real a priori
undescribed problem environments (PE) is crucial
for the modern AI research. It requires a model of
knowledge representation and processing which
would help an AIMS to plan purposeful activity in
uncertain environments, usually on the base of an
airborne intelligent problem solver with limited resources. This model should provide the AIMS with
the following features:
— Adaptation to the current operational conditions. Various situations possible in a PE are
transformable according to certain rules which are
usually defined in general terms, without regard to
particular knowledge domains, but should be particularized. The objects in the PE should then be
transformed into their specified state.
— Purposeful activity should be planned both
in the space of subtasks and in the space of states,
according to the form in which the specified activity purpose is represented, with the complexity
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acceptable for the airborne computer. This endows
the AIMS with fairly powerful functional abilities, making it capable of solving complex practical
problems in all kinds of PE.
As for the first AIMS feature mentioned above,
it should be noted that the modern models of knowledge representation and processing cannot provide
its effective implementation because of the following main reasons.
1. There are certain limitations due to the use
of network intelligence or neural networks in order
to build computing units for intelligent problem
solvers [1–3] which, after self-training or training,
process visual data using various fish-swarm [4–6]
or genetic algorithms [7–9]. This approach can efficiently organize only reflexive behaviour of an
AIMS by modelling visual-action thinking of living
systems [10]. In its turn, it allows the AIMS to solve
a number of practical problems in uncertain environments [11], but does not provide ways to effectively plan its behavior when implementing complex
tasks which demand time-consuming transformations of various situations in the AIMS by purposeful movement and manipulation of objects inside
№ 4, 2021
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the environment. Hence, in order to solve complex
problems, the AIMS, in addition to its visual-action
thinking, should be capable of visual-image and
conceptual thinking. In other words, it should have
inference tools based on the knowledge representation model and information from the PE [10].
2. In the field of algorithmic intelligence or applying the known models of knowledge representation and processing developed within the logical
framework [12–14] and network models [13, 15], the
main limitations are as follows. In the first place, an
AIMS cannot afford the high inference complexity
based on logical models of knowledge representation which requires a high-performance computer,
often a bulky one. As for the known network models
of knowledge representation (for example, semantic networks), they allow you to build a sufficiently expressive model of a given knowledge domain.
However, the lack of effective inference procedures
for semantic networks which could be the base for
automated planning of AIMS behavior, and close
association of these procedures with a particular
knowledge domain considerably restrict the ways of
using these models in intelligent problem solvers of
AIMS which can purposefully function in PE.
In the second place, if, for example, the inference
has a linear complexity, as stated by the authors
who follow the MIVAR approach [16], its support
will require a detailed PE model in a given knowledge domain. On the one hand, building such a model for a real PE without involving any bulky structures seems to be practically impossible [17]. On the
other hand, the need of such a model does not allow
us to use the logical approach for organizing purposeful AIMS behavior in uncertain environments.
However, as follows from the above, the ability of
an AIMS to perform complex tasks in uncertain PE
is exactly what we want.
In order to endow an AIMS with the second feature mentioned above, associated with building a
model of knowledge representation and processing
without regard to particular knowledge domains,
organizing inference in uncertain environments
with a complexity affordable for an airborne computer, we can use frame-like scenarios of solving
typical behavior subproblems [18] based on fuzzy
semantic networks [19]. These scenarios allow the
AIMS to build complex programs of purposeful activity in the space of state, with polynomial complexity of inference.
However, this approach is not optimal for problems associated with the need to plan polyphase
behavior when at each stage of its implementation
you have new operational conditions in the PE.
Generally, polyphase behavior should be considered
as AIMS activity which consists of several stages.
At each stage, the intelligent system must automatically build and implement an activity plan en№ 4, 2021

suring the achievement of its respective behavioral
subgoal. After that, in most cases, the operational
conditions of the AIMS fully change, and the system focuses on achieving the subgoal of the next
stage. The achievement of the subgoals of all polyphase behavior stages means that the AIMS has accomplished its task.
In other words, the knowledge representation
model proposed in [18] does not ensure that an
AIMS can fulfil complex tasks whose implementation requires purposeful movement and manipulation of objects in various conditions of an a priori
undescribed environment. In this connection, the
necessity arises to develop standardized structures
of a knowledge representation model which would
help an AIMS to plan polyphase behavior in dynamically changing operational conditions.
In this work, we propose an approach which
allows you to organize polyphase behavior of an
AIMS in a priori undescribed PE conditions. Our
approach assumes creating a model of knowledge
representation and processing based on standardized structures which are polyvariable conditionally dependent predicates (PCDP). Generally, a PCDP
structure, in contrast to conventional predicates
[13], can include:
— complex variables described using active
fuzzy semantic networks (AFSN) [19], which allow
you to define various situations and subsituations
of the environment specifying them in general
terms, without regard to particular knowledge domains;
— miscellaneous variables (in fact, connected), such as “objects” of the problem environment,
“events” happening in the PE, and “relationships”
observed between the objects, events and AIMS,
being descriptive for their influence on the current
state on the intelligent system and its behavior.

Statement of the problem
Let us consider an AIMS equipped with a manipulator, a transportation cart, and technical vision,
capable of performing a set of various complex operations B1  {bj1 }, j1  1, m1. For example, it can
move specified objects in the PE, find objects in a
certain PE zone, transform the current environment situation when it is necessary for achieving
one of its behavioral subgoals, etc. Each complex
operation b  B of this kind is implemented by the
AIMS which performs a certain sequence
of
elementary operations B2  {bj2 }, j2  1, m2 . These
can be operations such as “coming up to an object”,
“seizing the object”, etc. Thus, AIMS is a system
capable of moving and manipulating PE objects
O  {oj3 (Xj3 , o*j3 )}, j3  1, m3 , where
is a set of
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markers providing the ways for the AIMS to identify
objects of the PE and perform certain elementary manipulations with them;
is the current
state j3 of an object in the environment.
In general, an unstable PE can be characterized by its set of objects oj3 (Xj3 , o*j3 )  O and

events Y  {yj4 (Yj4 )}, j4  1, m4 which happen independently of the AIMS. The occurrence of such
events leads to various changes in the PE which can
prevent the AIMS from successfully performing
certain elementary operations b  B where
is a set of markers which determine the event
Such an event can be, for example, the appearance
of an object in the PE that blocks a passage.
Knowledge representation model, in accordance
to the functional purpose of the AIMS, consists of
a set of PCDP. Using their different combinations,
an intelligent system can design a behavioral plan
in order to solve various subproblems of its task. In
each particular case, these PCDP serve for specifying an ordered sequence of elementary operations
b  B whose completion ensures that their respective complex operations b  B are performed.
During the inference, the values of different variables in a PCDP are determined more precisely,
based on the target task formulated by the AIMS
and visual data reflecting the current state of the
PE.
The target task is formulated by the AIMS in
a procedural representation form as a sequence of
complex operations b  B which have to be performed for its implementation. For example,
locate the object oi2 (Xi2 , oi*2 )  O in a preset square
of the PE;
transfer this object into the desired
**
state oj taking into account the fact that the PE
can produce certain events yi3 (Yi3 )  Y keeping the
AIMS from performing the respective elementary
operations.
We have to develop:
— structure and content of variably purposed
PCDP allowing the AIMS to automatically plan its
purposeful behavior in order to fulfil the formulated tasks;
— knowledge processing procedures as a part
of automated planning of AIMS behavior on the
base of PCDP in order to build and solve ordered sequences of behavioral subproblems.

Content and functional purpose of PCDP
Generally, an AIMS knowledge representation
model is a specified set of standardized frame-like
structures built on the base of the following PCDP
types.
1. Dyadic polyvariable conditionally dependent
predicates of the 1st type
30
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“

: Pi1 (S1* (i1 ), xi*1 (Xi*1 ), o**
j3 ), i1  1, n1, n1  m3 ”

determining the following chains of elementary
operations:
Li1 :  o*j 1 & b1j ,
3

2

bj2  ...  o*j k & bjk  ...o*j h & bjh  o**
j3 ,
2

3

1

3

1

k  1, hj3 ,

which ensure that the AIMS performs complex
operations b  B as their identifiers.
These chains of operations manipulate certain
PE objects oj3 (Xj3 , o*j k )  O in order to transfer
3
them from a random (k) current state
into a
**
target state oj when, for various problem environment objects, the condition Xi*1  Xj3 is true, where
is the total number of permissible states
of
the object;
is a dyadic predicate symbol with the following meaning: “Transfer the object xi*1 (Xi*1 ) from a
random current state
into a target state o**
j
by launching the respective subchain of opera*
tions L*i1 : o*j k & bjk  ...  o*j d & bjd  o**
j3 , Li1  Li1 ,
3
2
3
2
which brings result if the PE satisfies the conditions determined by the complex variable S1* (i1 );
o*j k & bjk  o*j k1 is an elementary behavioral
3
2
3
act, meaning that if the object oj3 (Xj3 , o*j k ) is in
3
the state
then the AIMS needs to launch the operation

to transfer it into the state

S1 (i1 ) is a complex variable represented in the
form of AFSN Gi1  (Vi1 , Ei1 ). The nodes
of the
network
are marked with the following sorts of
variables: “objects” xi*2 (Xi*2 ), i2  1, m5 , m5  m3

and “events” di*3 (Xi*3 ), i3  1, m6 , m6  m4 . These
variables are given their values in the current conditions by way of their respective substitution by
objects oj3 (Xj3 , o*j k )  O and events dj4 (Xj4 )  D
3
which the AIMS perceives from the PE when the
conditions Xi*1  Xj3 and Xi*3  Xj4 are true for
them. The ribs
of the AFSN
are determined
by the following kinds of “relationship” variables:
— If a rib in the network
is incident to the
nodes marked with object variables, or one of them
is marked with an object variable and the second one
is marked with the AIMS, then it is determined by a
summarized state space relationship. It can be, for example, the distance between the AIMS and the object.
— In the case when a rib of the network
is incident to a node marked with a PE object and to another one marked with a PE event, it should be marked
with a relationship which generally determines how
this event affects the state of its adjacent object.
№ 4, 2021
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— If a rib in the network
is incident to a node
marked with the AIMS and to a node marked with
a PE event, then it is determined by a summarized
relationship which shows how this event affects a
certain aspect of the intelligent system activity: for
example, interfering with the movement.
It should be noted that a generalized representation of various relationships in AFSN
is determined using the intervals of numerical values of
their respective linguistic variable terms found by
expertise [20].
It should also be noted that when the
) in predicates
object variables xi*1 (Xi*1 , xi**
1

Pi1 (S1* (i1 ), xi*1 (Xi*1 ), o**
j3 ) receive values of random PE objects oj3 (Xj3 , o*j3 )  O and slots of complex variables S1* (i1 ) receive values of appropriate objects, events, and relationships between
them in the PE, we get statements in the format
Pj1 (S1 (i1 ), oj3 (Xj3 , o*j k )). These statements are true
3
if and only if for the current PE situation the following conditions are satisfied: Xi*1  Xj3 , o*j k  o**
j
and S1 (i1 )  S1* (i1 ), where S1 (i1 )  S1* (i1 ) means a
fuzzy equality [19] between the passive fuzzy semantic network S1 (i1 ) determining the current PE
subsituation, and the network S1* (i1 ) which corresponds to a complex variable of the desired PCDP.
The truth of these conditions in the current PE situation is a prerequisite for the AIMS to successfully perform the respective subchains of elementary
operations o*j k & b  ...o*j d & bjd  xi** . The formal
3
3
description of the current PE subsituation S1 (i1 )
used by the AIMS during the inference is formed
on the base of visual data in the intelligent problem
solver via modification of the AFSN S1 (i1 ) by substitution of particular objects, events and relationships between them in the PE.
2. Dyadic PCDP of the 2nd type
“ bj2 : Pi2 (S1* ( j1, i2 ), S2* ( j1, i2 )), i2  1,n2 ”,
1

where
is a predicate symbol with the following
meaning: “ : in order to transform the current
PE subsituation corresponded by a complex variable
S1* ( j1, i2 ) into a subsituation determined by a
complex variable S2* ( j1, i2 ) a tuple of elementary
operations b1j , bj2 , ..., bjd
2

2

2

should be performed”.

3. Dyadic and polyadic PCDP of the 3rd type
“ bj3,1 : Pi3 (S3*,1 (i3 ), yi*3 (Yi*3 )), i3  1, m3 ”
1

and “ bj3,2 : Pi3 (S3*,2 (i3 ), y1*,i3 (Y1*,i2 ),
1

...,

yk*,i3 (Yk*,i3 ) ”,

determining tuples of elementary operations
b1j , bj2 , ..., bjd
2

2
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2

which are necessary for the

complex operation
neutralizing the influence
of separate yi3 (Yi3 )  Y and mutually related PE

events
y1i (Yi1 ), ..., yik (Yik )  Y , respectively,
3
3
3
3
which negatively affect the purposeful activity of
the AIMS. In the last expression, yi*3 (Yi*3 ) are event
variables which receive values of random events
yi3 (Yi3 )  Y observed by the AIMS in the PE when

Yi*3  Yj4 is true.
S3*,1 (i3 ) is a complex variable needed for checking certain PE conditions which provide that the
AIMS successfully performs the operation tuple
b1j , bj2 , ..., bjd neutralizing the influence of an
2

2

2

event observed in the environment to its further
purposeful behavior.
Observing PE events yi3 (Yi3 )  Y determined by
the variables yi*5 (Yi*5 )  Y * stimulates AIMS unconditional reactions b1 , b2 , ..., bd in the case when
j2

j2

j2

the AIMS is about to perform operations that can be
disturbed by these reactions. Hence, the standard
elements in the knowledge representation model of
the AIMS should be represented in the form of various combinations of the following PCDP pairs:

bj3,1 : Pi3 (S3*,1 (i3 ), yi*3 (Yi*3 )),
1

b1j
1

: Pi1 (S1* (i1 ), xi*1 (Xi*1 ), o**
j3 ) ;

bj3,1 : Pi3 (S3*,1 (i3 ), yi*3 (Yi*3 )),
1

bj2 : Pi2 (S1* (i2 ), S2* (i2 )) .
1

Such pairs allow you to recognize, by their first
projection, whether the PE contains events that disturb the operations determined by the predicates
which form their second projection. Note that similar pairs can also be formed on the base of k-adic predicates bj3,2 : Pi3 (S3*,2 (i3 ), y1*,i3 (Y1*,i2 ), ..., yk*,i3 (Yk*,i3 )).
1
This makes the AIMS capable of automatically recognize, by the characteristics of variables yi*3 (Yi*3 ),
and eliminate in the PE various mutually related
“braking” events yi3 (Yi3 )  Y which disturb the
successful performance of the operations determined by the PCDP of the 1st and 2nd types included in these pairs.
4. Dyadic PCDP of the 4th type
bj4,z : Pi4 (Si*z , RA (i4 )), z  1, 3 .
1

4

The AIMS uses them to determine a purposeful
movement routing algorithm RA(i ) according to
the specified behavior conditions
which can
have one of the following meanings:
— the AIMS directly observes a PE object,
access to which provides that the current subtask is
ИНФОРМАЦИОННО УПРАВЛЯЮЩИЕ СИСТЕМЫ
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fulfilled. In other words, the system needs to make
sure it takes such a position in the PE that the specified object is within its manipulator’s working zone.
In this case, a PCDP of the 4th type determines the
conditions
whose satisfaction launches the local optimal planning algorithms PA(1) which can
lay a route of movement to the object in an environment with impediments [21];
— the AIMS needs to meet a target which is
a moveable object oi2 (Xi2 , oi*2 )  O observed in the
PE. In this case, on the base of a PCDP of the 4th
type, the AIMS chooses a behavior planning algorithm PA(2) which can figure out the polar coordinates of the meeting point according to the object
speed and current movement direction, as well as
the probable speed of the AIMS itself. Then, based
on the obtained data, the route is laid for the AIMS,
ensuring it will meet the object [21];
— the AIMS needs to avoid colliding with
a moveable object oi2 (Xi2 , oi*2 )  O observed in the
PE. In this situation, on the base of a PCDP of the
4th type, the AIMS chooses а movement planning
algorithm PA(3) which can figure out the polar coordinates of the probable meeting point and lay a
route to it. The only difference from PA(2) is a correction making sure that the AIMS will not meet
the object.
5. Polyvariable predicates of the 5th type
bj5 : Pi5 (Si*5 , RA (4)) which endow the AIMS with
1
a capability to choose a movement planning algorithm PA(4) for a PE with impediments when the
coordinates of its current and target position in the
given reference system are specified and expressed
in the polyvariable
6. PCDP of the 6th type, determining complex
operations b  B whose performance requires
performing, in a cycle, their respective tuples
b1j , bj2 , ..., bjd of elementary operations. For ex2
2
2
ample, it can be the complex operation
: load into
the cart all the PE objects which satisfy the conditions of the object variable x*j1 (Xj*1 ), etc., where
is a set of characteristics necessary for certain
PE objects oj3 (Xj3 , o*j k )  O which can be seized by
3
the manipulator’s hand and lifted.
Generally, all PCDP of the 6th type
have the following structure and content:
bj6 : Pi6 (S1* (i6 ), x*j1 (Xj*1 ), IF (S2* (i6 )  S3* (i6 ))). Here,
1
is a predicate symbol meaning the necessity to launch, in a cycle, a tuple of elementary operations b1j , bj2 , ..., bjd in order to perform the
2
2
2
complex operation
with a set of PE objects
oj3 (Xj3 , o*j k )  O for which Xj*1  Xj1 is true.

uation to ensure the successful performance of the
tuple of elementary operations b1j , bj2 , ..., bjd .
2

2

2

IF (S2* (i6 )  S3* (i6 )) is an operator of checking the conditions b1j , bj2 , ..., bjd . For example,
2

2

2

when S2* (i6 ) is true, it means that all the PE objects
oj3 (Xj3 , o*j k )  O are loaded into the cart, and when
3
S3 (i6 ) is true, it means that the total weight of the
objects loaded into the cart has reached its bearing
capacity;
 is an operator showing that the cyclic performance of the operation tuple b1j , bj2 , ..., bjd
2

2

2

should be stopped if at least one of the conditions it
is applied to is true.
7. PCDP of conditionally dependent predicates
of the 7th type which determine the behavior planning tools associated with search in the PE and performing a certain tuple of elementary operations
on found objects which satisfy the demands of the
specified object variable x*j1 (Xj*1 ). Generally, PCDP
of this type can have, for example, the following
structure and content:
bj6,f
1

b

4,1 1
, bj
j1
1

 : P (( A
1

i6

i6 (5)

bj4,1 : Pi4 (Si*1, RA(1)),
1

4

b1j : Pi1 (S1* (i1 ), xi*1 (Xi*1 ), o**
j3 )
1

1

IF (search is over ) end), f  1, m5 ,
where following the arrow means that if the
condition IF is false, you should continue searching
for required objects in the specified PE zone.
Ai ( ) is an algorithm of search for required PE
objects. It splits the specified zone into segments, taking into account the resolving power of the AIMS machine vision, and scans each segment, looking for the
objects. After an object is found in the current segment, the AIMS performs the elementary operations
specified by the PCDP Pi (Si* , RA (1)) and Ai ( ).
Pi (Si* , RA (1)) is a PCDP which launches the
route planning algorithm in order to move toward
the found object.
Pi1 (S1* (i1 ), xi*1 (Xi*1 ), o**
j3 ) is a PCDP according to
which the AIMS performs the operations providing
that the object transfers from a random (k) current
state
into the specified state o**
j . After that,
we can pass to checking the condition determined
by the IF operator.

Knowledge processing procedures
in automated planning of AIMS behavior
in the space of subtasks

3

S1* (i6 ) is an AFSN which can determine the conditions that should be satisfied in the current PE sit32
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Generally, decision making in the process of automated planning of purposeful AIMS behavior on
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the base of PCDP in the space of subtasks includes
the following main stages of knowledge processing
in the intelligent problem solver.
1. The received task is split into behavioral subtargets and their respective subtasks. Each subtask
includes one complex operation b  B
2. From the knowledge representation model, we
choose those PCDP which correspond to the selected operations b  B If the structure of the chosen PCDP contains “object” or “event” variables, we
have to take into account the characteristics determining those variables of these predicates that are
contained in the task formulated by the AIMS.
3. It has to be decided how independently different subtasks can be implemented. With this goal in
mind, for each selected complex operation b  B
starting from the last one, we need to determine
whether it is nested in the structure of another
PCDP selected according to the task. For example,
let the operation
b1j : Pi1 (S1* (i1 ), xi*1 (Xi*1 ), o**
j3 )
1
selected at the stage 2 be included in the structure
of a PCDP of the 7th type found on the base of a
complex operation bj6,f ( bj4,1, b1j ). In this case,
1

1

1

a PCDP of the 1st type b1j : Pi1 (S1* (i1 ), xi*1 (Xi*1 ), o**
j3 )
1
found in the knowledge representation model taking into account the characteristics of the object
variable specified in the task received by the AIMS,
is substituted into the structure of a polyvariable
conditionally dependent predicate of the 7th type.
The process of searching for PCDP continues until having specified and corrected all the predicates
which correspond to the independently performed
complex operations b  B in the structure of the
task.
4. A plan of behavior is synthesized by concatenation of the PCDP which were found at the stage 3,
in the order of their respective complex operations
b  B in the task.
5. When necessary, at various stage of the
formed behavior plan implementation, a tuple of
PCDP has to be built, which can help to form a sequence of elementary operations providing certain
transformations of the situation perceived in the
PE in order to fulfil the current subtask. For example, at some stage, the AIMS can face the necessity
to ensure conditions determined by the polyvariable S2* ( j1, i2 ) represented in AFSN form. In this
case, based on visual data, the intelligent problem
solver produces a formal description of the current operational conditions in the form of a passive
fuzzy semantic network GT=(VT, ET). Its nodes VT
are marked with PE objects oj3 (Xj3 , o*j3 )  O and PE
events yi3 (Yi3 )  Y while its arcs ET are determined
by quantitative estimates of the relationships between the objects, events, and AIMS.
Now, if the AFSN corresponding to the subsituation S1* ( j1, i2 ) is fuzzily equal to and nested in№ 4, 2021

to a formal description of the current PE situation
[19], then in order to provide the environment conditions determined by the subsituation S2* ( j1, i2 ),
the AIMS performs a tuple of elementary operations b1j , bj2 , ..., bjd found on the base of PCDP
2

2

2

bj : Pi (S1* ( j1, i2 ), S2* ( j1, i2 )). Otherwise, this tuple
will consist of PCDP of the 2nd type whose elements
satisfy the following conditions:
a) for the first PCDP Pi1 (S1*1 ( j1, i2 ), S2*1 ( j1, i2 ))
in the structure of the tuple, the AFSN corresponding to the subsituation S1* ( j1, i2 ) should be fuzzily
equal to and nested into the passive fuzzy semantic
network GT  (VT , ET );
b) for all pairs of adjacent PCDP, for example,
for Pi1 (S1*1 ( j1, i2 ), S2*1 ( j1, i2 )) and Pi2 (S1*2 ( j1, i2 ),
S2*2 ( j1, i2 )), the S2*1 ( j1, i2 )  S1*2 ( j1, i2 ) should be
true;
c) for the sought predicate Pi (S1* ( j1, i2 ), S2* ( j1, i2 ))
at the last position in the formed tuple and its left
adjacent predicate Pi2 (S1*2 ( j1, i2 ), S2*2 ( j1, i2 )), the
condition S2*k ( j1, i2 )  S1* ( j1, i2 ) should be true.
In this case, performing, in the preset order, elementary operations specified by the PCDP in the tuple
allows us, by means of consecutive purposeful transformation of the current operational conditions, to ensure that the PE conditions S2* ( j1, i2 ) are true.
As an example, let us consider the process of
AIMS behavior planning associated with the fulfilment of the following task: “ b6  b4,1, b1 : in
j1

a given PE zone, find all objects



j1



j1
oj3 (Xj3 , ojk* )  O
3

possessing the subset of characteristics
transfer the found objects from a random current
after scanstate
into a specified state o**
j ;
ning the specified zone, proceed to the location
point”.
In order to fulfil this task, at the first step of
building a behavior plan based on complex operations
and
we should pick up their
bj6 bj4,1, b1j ,
1



1

1



respective PCDP from the memory and pass them
to the intelligent problem solver. When choosing
PCDP of the 1st type b1j : Pi1 (S1* (i1 ), xi*1 (Xi*1 ), o**
j3 ),
1
we should remember that its object variable must be
determined by a set of characteristics
specified
in the task received by the AIMS.
At the next step of the planning, it is determined
that the operation
is included in the structure of
the complex operation bj6 bj4,1, b1j , i.e. its per1



1

1



formance is not independent. After this, the predicate b1j : Pi1 (S1* (i1 ), xi*1 (Xj3 ), o**
j3 ) is substituted into
1
3
the structure of a PCDP of the 7th type.
At the last step of the planning, a PCDP tuple
is built, corresponding to independently performed
complex operations bj6 bj4,1, b1j
and
1



1

1
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At the next stage of building an intellectual
problem solver for the AIMS, we develop, based on
the proposed knowledge representation and processing model, information technologies in order to
organize automated planning of purposeful polyphase behavior in the PE. You can read about the
methodology and peculiarities of developing hybrid
or autonomous intelligent information technologies
and systems in such works as [22].
To summarize, we can state that the proposed
model of AIMS knowledge representation and processing, unlike the known algorithms of search
for decisions in a space of subtasks [11–13], allows
you to build procedures for automated planning of
polyphase behavior during the implementation of
PE tasks of various complexity by means of forming an inference tree without any empty alternatives. This is associated with the fact that generally, on the one hand, the search for a subproblem
solution at each behavior planning step assumes
choosing several effective operations at once; on
the other hand, these operations are chosen in a
purposeful way during the search. As for complex
problem solution search in a space of subtasks on
the base of the known inference procedures, generally it is reduced to brute-force search which, in
its turn, leads to a higher dimension of the search
space [11–13].
It should also be noted that in the framework
of the proposed model, the main operation performed in the problem solver is comparison of different fuzzy semantic networks which are marked
graphs. The complexity of this comparison has an
order of Q[n2], where n is the number of nodes in the
graphs. Hence, the purposeful behavior planning
procedures built on their base will have polynomial
complexity, which opens the ways to their efficient
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Планирование полифазного поведения автономных мобильных интеллектуальных систем в условиях
неопределенности
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Введение: проведен анализ современных принципов организации интеллектуальных решателей задач, позволивший обозначить их основные недостатки с точки зрения эффективности применения для планирования целенаправленного поведения
автономных мобильных интеллектуальных систем в априори неописанных условиях проблемной среды. Цель: разработка модели представления и обработки знаний, позволяющей организовать целенаправленную деятельность автономных мобильных интеллектуальных систем в условиях неопределенности. Методы исследования связаны с синтезом: 1) фреймоподобных сценариев
поведения, представляющих собой полипеременные условно-зависимые предикаты, структура которых включает комплексные
переменные, а также связанные переменные сорта «объекты», «события», происходящие в среде, и «отношения» между ними;
2) эвристических правил обработки знаний в процессе планирования целенаправленного поведения. Для представления комплексных переменных в полипеременных условно-зависимых предикатах применяются нечеткие семантические сети, позволяющие
представлять знания различных по назначению интеллектуальных систем безотносительно к конкретной предметной области и
на этой основе адаптироваться к априори неописанным условиям функционирования. Результаты: предложена структура различных по функциональному назначению полипеременных условно-зависимых предикатов, позволяющих автономным мобильным
интеллектуальным системам организовать различные виды деятельности в априори неописанных нестабильных проблемных средах. Разработаны инструментальные средства обработки знаний, обеспечивающие автономным мобильным интеллектуальным
системам возможность автоматически планировать целенаправленное поведение в пространстве подзадач в процессе выполнения
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сформулированных им заданий. Практическая значимость: использование полученных результатов повышает эффективность
построения интеллектуальных решателей задач для автономных мобильных интеллектуальных систем различного назначения,
способных выполнять сложные задания в априори неописанных условиях функционирования.
Ключевые слова — интеллектуальная мобильная система, априори неописанная проблемная среда, полипеременные условно-зависимые предикаты, сформулированное задание, планирование поведения.
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